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Motivation, Main Concerns
Aerospace Industry

Develping technology to qualify ICs for the
Brazilian Space Agency having in mind
combined effects of SEU and EMI

Current study: addressing FPGAs of
different types and technology nodes
vargas@computer.org
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Understanding the Effects of
Total-Ionizing Dose (TID) Radiation on
Electronics
For critical applications (military, aerospace or biomedical) reliability assurance
to total ionizing dose (TID) radiation is always at a premium being a key-issue
for the success of such products in the market.
1st

failure

2nd failure, permanent

TID effects on CMOS ICs are caused primarily by
positive charge trapped in insulating layers
recovery

For CMOS ICs, the main TID effect is the increase of
leakage currents and change in Vth of the devices

For high doses, a permanent functional failure
of the circuit is observed.
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Understanding the Effects of
Single-Event Upset (SEU) Radiation on
Electronics
particle strike

Radiation (SEU) effects on CMOS ICs are mainly caused
by high-energy particles striking reverse biased drain
depletion region of off-transistors

For CMOS ICs, the main SEU effect is the loss of
information stored in memory elements (FFs, RAMs)

Transient functional failure
of the circuit is observed
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particle strike
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Understanding the Effects of
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
on Electronics

Ideal
(dotted)

Real
Real, outside
specification

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)

Power Supply Disturbances (PSD)

Transient Faults

Signals outside noise margins can be erroneously
interpreted and stored by memory elements at the
end of critical paths
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Where is the problem?
It is a common practice that …
engineers qualify electronic systems to EMI or SEU, or eventually to both,
but often NOT taking into account the combined effects one
phenomenon may take over the other.

e.g., assume a given part of an
embedded

system

for

satellite

application is certified by a set of
EMI tests according to specific stds
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Where is the problem?

After a given period of time operating in the field …
Who can ensure that this part would properly perform according to the
same set of EMI stds when operating in a harsh environment with dense
flux

of

high-energy

particles

(SEEs),

if

the

part

was

certified

independently for EMI and SEU?
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Our Contribution

We ...
analyze the impact of combined tests for EMI +
SEU

on

the

reliability

of

electronic

components;
propose a new methodology that takes this
combination into account in order to
qualify state-of-the-art COTS ICs.
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Our Contribution

The analyzed FPGAs ...
Xilinx:

Spartan3XC3S500E

(SRAM)

Microsemi: ProAsic3E1500

(Flash)

IECAS:

(SRAM)

ERC3000-G
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Combined Test Planning Methodology
Combined tests: EMI + Radiation

Functional Test
of Samples

SEU

Conducted
EMI Test

X-Ray

Radiated
EMI Test

Combined with
Conducted EMI Test

Radiated EMI
Test (G-TEM Cell
Test Method)

Co60 (Gamma Cell)
SEU Test

TID/Burn-in
Test

No

Enough
measurements?

Combined with
Conducted EMI Test

Combined with
Conducted EMI Test

Yes

Stop
testing
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Configurable Platform
for Combined Test of
Radiation SEU + EMI
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4th Generation

Gnd Plane

Platform (HW parts)

Test (Socket
Spartan3)

Top (test side)

Test
(Socket
Virtex4)

IEC 61.000-4-29-Compliant
Noise Generator

Ref
(Fresh)
(Socket
Virtex4)

Config Flash
(Virtex4)

Optic fibers
for online
monitoring

Bottom (glue logic)
SRAM
(64MBytes)
for two Virtex

12-layer Motherboard for
Combined EMI x Radiation tests
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Ref (Fresh)
(Mounted
Spartan3)
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4th Generation

Platform (HW parts)
Test
(Socket
Virtex4)

Top (test side)

Test
(Socket
Spartan3)

Bottom (glue logic)

6-layer Daughterboards
for Combined EMI x Radiation tests
vargas@computer.org
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Experiment
Combined tests:
SEU, TID and Conducted-EMI

Microsemi ProAsic3E A3PE1500 FPGA:
(a) Packaged device; (b) Unpacked, ready for radiation SEU test.

Summary of the ProASIC3E resource usage for the experiment and the
maximum resources available for the device.
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Microsemi ProAsic3E1500

Experiment
Combined tests:
SEU, TID and Conducted-EMI

TID
Beam direction

SEU

(X-Ray Diffractometer)

(Heavy Ions Accelerator)

Local Test Host
Computer

Vacuum
Chamber, DUT
placed inside for
SEU test

IEC 61.0004-29-Compliant
EMI Noise Generator

Noise injected on FPGA VDD pins
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Experiment
Combined tests:
Measured the SEU sensitivity

SEU, TID and Conducted-EMI

Increased the energy of heavy ions

“Cross section versus LET” for the SRAM cell array of the fresh and
irradiated ProASIC3E FPGA, before and after conducted-EMI noise
injection: (a) SRAM cell array storing “all 0s”; (b) SRAM cell array
storing “all 1s”.

“Cross section versus LET” for the FF cell array of the fresh and
irradiated ProASIC3E FPGA, before and after conducted-EMI noise
injection: (a) FF cell array storing “all 0s”; (b) FF cell array storing “all
1s”.
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Experiment
Combined tests:
SEU, TID and Conducted-EMI

Conclusions for SRAM Cells Array:

Conclusions for FFs:

A1) FPGA sensitivity is roughly similar when
the SRAM cell array is storing “all 0s” and “all
1s” (no matter the device is fresh, irradiated or
exposed to conducted-EMI).

A2) FFs are (twice) more SEU-sensitive to TID and
conducted-noise than the SRAM cells.

B2) FPGA sensitivity is roughly similar when the FF
array is storing “all 0s” and “all 1s” (no matter the
As conclusion:
device is fresh, irradiated or exposed to conductedB1) SRAM SEU-sensitivity increases in the
EMI).
order of 5.4% for the FPGA
cumulatedintends
If anwith
engineer
to design an EMITID, and 6.3% for the fresh FPGA exposed to
FF SEU-sensitivity
increases in the order of 8.1%
robust embedded C2)
system
for space
conducted-EMI.
for the FPGA with cumulated TID, and 5.6% for the
applications,
should
fresh FPGA he
exposed
to conducted-EMI.
C1) Conducted-EMI noise
(according to IEC for instance,
61.00004-29 std) is more harmful to the
prioritize mapping relevant (critical)
FPGA SRAM cells than the cumulated TID.

information to SRAM cells instead of FFs
because …
SRAM cells are more robust to EMI since
vargas@computer.org

they present a lower cross section (~2x).
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Experiment
Combined tests:
SEU, TID and Conducted-EMI

SEU sensitiveness increase with respect to the fresh FPGA operating at nominal VDD
(without noise on power supply lines)

Note that the SEU sensitiveness increase for both memory elements (SRAM and
FF) and is greater for “EMI + TID” (10.8% and 9.3%) than the one for the
individual measurements: only for “EMI” (6.3% and 5.6%) and only for “TID”
(5.4% and 8.1%). This emphasizes the need for combined tests !

We hope that this work can be of some
support to guide engineers working on the
design of robust, fault-tolerant systems
based on the vargas@computer.org
Microsemi ProASIC3E
A3PE1500 COTS FPGA.
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Thank you for your attention …
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